Work Sheet 4
Use this simple but highly effective technique
to begin training your brain for success

TODAY!

We are social beings
In order to fulfil our potential and become the best versions of ourselves and be the
success we want to be we need to grow strong social connections. By understanding
ourselves and others better we can learn to adapt the way we communicate so we
can get the best out of every interaction.

Who do you think you are?
Becoming aware of the different personality types within us allows us to call upon the
positive traits we most need to deal with different people and circumstances in our
lives.
The evolutionary personality types passed down from our ancestors are the Warrior,
Settler and Nomad.
We are all a mix of these three personality types with all the amazing skills and
resources that come with them. But sometimes we need help accessing those inner
resources.

Connect with your inner self
Using visualisation to connect with your inner Warrior, Settler and Nomad
personalities means you can call upon all their positive characteristics whenever you
need them. If you have a difficult negotiation to handle you can draw on your inner
Warrior; if you need to support a colleague going through a tough time you can call
on your inner Settler; or if it’s the weekend you can draw on your inner Nomad to
help you forget about the working week and have fun!

Who do you think you need?
By identify the skills and resources you need for your day ahead you can easily bring
them to the fore by utilising your Warrior, Settler and Nomad characters allowing you
to function at your very best in any situation.

Give it a try!
So why not give it a try? We have laid out your first week for you here to get you
started.

Let’s get started!
Let’s track your progress and see how much of a difference this simple action makes!
Right now, today how would your score yourself on the following areas on a scale of
0-10 (with 0 being the worst and 10 being the best)?:

Happiness ……………….
Day 1

Confidence ………………

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 2

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 3

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 4

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 5

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 6

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

Day 7

Today the characteristics I most need to achieve my goals are: …………………….
……………………………………………………….............................................................
The personality type that will most help me with this is: …..…………………………
…………………………………………………….................................................................
Using these characteristics will help me achieve: ……………………………………...
………………………………...…………………………………………………..……....

How did you do?
Let’s track your progress again and see how much of a difference this simple action
makes!
Right now, today how would your score yourself on the following areas on a scale of
0-10 (with 0 being the worst and 10 being the best)?:

Happiness ……………….

Confidence ………………

What is the difference in your score? ………………..

What differences have you noticed about yourself?
Note down the things you have done or felt differently since you have been doing this
process:
…………………………………………………...........................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………………………………..…..
…………………………………………………………………………..…….........…............................
…………………………………………………………………………………………..........................
…………………………………………………………………………………………..........................
…………………………………………………………………………………………..........................

…………………………………………………………………………………………..........................

Congratulations!
Just by carrying out this small daily task you have started on your journey to Train
Your Brain for Success. But don’t stop now! Keep this up for at least a month to
really notice the difference. Most people enjoy this daily act so much that they
continue it on for years!

